SENATE COMMITTEE ON NATURAL RESOURCES  
February 20, 2013  
VOTE TABULATION - SJ 15  

SJ 15 - DO PASS  

YEAS - 14    NAYS - 0  

Y  Barrett, Debby  
Y  Brenden, John  
Y  Fielder, Jennifer  
Y  Hamlett, Bradley  
Y  Jackson, Verdell  
Y  Kaufmann, Christine  
Y  Keane, Jim  
Y  Larsen, Cliff  
Y  Phillips, Mike  
Y  Ripley, Rick  
Y  Rosendale, Matthew M.; by Proxy  
Y  Tropila, Mitch  
Y  Vincent, Chas  
Y  Walker, Edward  

These votes are not the official record  
Please view the Committee Minutes on the Legislative Web Site for the official record